Abstract. Bal and DeBiasio [Partitioning random graphs into monochromatic components, Electron. J. Combin. 24 (2017), Paper 1.18] put forward a conjecture concerning the threshold for the following Ramsey-type property for graphs G: every k-colouring of the edge set of G yields k pairwise vertex disjoint monochromatic trees that partition the whole vertex set of G. We determine the threshold for this property for two colours. §1. Introduction
produces a colouring that requires at least three monochromatic trees in any decomposition of V pGpn, pqq, since u and v cannot be in the same red tree.
Bal and DeBiasio showed that a.a.s. Gpn, pq ÝÑ Π 2 provided that p ą C`l n n n˘1 {3 for some suitable constant C ą 1. We improve on that result by showing that`l n n n˘1 {2 is the threshold for that property. Combined with the discussion above, Theorem 1.1 implies that`l n n n˘1 {2 is the threshold for the property G ÝÑ Π 2 . We remark that our proof also yields a semi-sharp threshold, since with not much additional effort we could replace the assumption p "`l n n n˘1
{2
by p ą C`l n n n˘1 {2 for some suitable constant C ą 1. However, for a simpler presentation we chose to avoid these calculations and we will only consider the case stated in Theorem 1.1.
In fact, since Theorem 1.1 implies that the threshold function for the monotone graph property G ÝÑ Π 2 is not of the form n´α for some rational α P Q ą0 it follows from In view of the question of Bal and DeBiasio [1] it remains to show that cpnq is a constant independent of n and that we have cpnq " ? 2.
Finally, we remark that Bal and DeBiasio [1] also considered multicoloured extensions of this problem and several other interesting variants. Among other they proposed an extension of Theorem 1.1 for r-colourings of the edges of Gpn, pq. More precisely, Bal and DeBiasio conjectured that if p " ppnq ą p1`εq`r ln n n˘1 {r for some ε ą 0, then a.a.s.
every r-colouring of the edges of Gpn, pq admits a partition of V pGq into at most r sets each inducing a spanning monochromatic component. It was noted by Ebsen, Mota, and
Schnitzer [6] that this conjecture fails to be true and that for r ě 3 the threshold for the partition property is at least`l n n n˘1 r`1 . We present their example in Proposition 4.1 in Section 4.
Roughly speaking, the proof of Theorem 1.1, given in Section 3, splits into two parts.
We shall define what we mean by an extremal colouring of the edges of a graph, and we shall consider the extremal and the non-extremal cases separately. We shall first consider the somewhat simpler case of non-extremal colourings in Section 3.1. Extremal colourings will be harder to handle and such colourings will be analysed in Section 3.2. Before the discussion of these two cases we collect a few observations concerning random graphs in Section 2. §2. Preliminaries
We consider finite simple graphs and follow standard notation and terminology (see [2, 4, 5] and [3, 8] ). We shall make use of the following simple lemma on random graphs. Lemma 2.1. If p " ppnq " ppln nq{nq 1{2 , then for every ε ą 0 a.a.s. G P Gpn, pq satisfies the following properties.
(i ) Every vertex v P V pGq has degree d G pvq " p1˘εqpn and every pair of distinct vertices u, w P V pGq has |N G puq X N G pwq| " p1˘εqp 2 n joint neighbours.
(ii ) For every vertex v P V pGq and all disjoint subsets U Ď V and W Ď N G pvq with |U | ě 100{p and |W | ě pn{100 the number e G pU, W q of edges in the induced bipartite graph GrU, W s satisfies e G pU, W q ą p|U ||W |{2.
(iii ) For every vertex v P V pGq and J Ď N G pvq with |J| ě pn{100, we have that all but at most 100{p vertices x P V pGq J satisfy |N G pxq X J| ą p 2 n{200.
(iv ) For every vertex y P V pGq and A Ÿ B " U Ď N G pyq with |U | ě |N G pyq|´p 2 n{100
and |A|, |B| ě p 2 n{2, the induced bipartite graph GrA, Bs contains at least p 2 n{100
vertices of degree at least p 2 n{100.
(v )
Every subgraph H Ď G with minimum degree δpHq ě p1{2`εqpn is connected.
(vi )
Every subgraph H Ď G on at most 100{p vertices is 10 ln n-degenerate. Since puw{16´6w ě w{4 for u ě 100{p and, since puw{16 ě up 2 n{1600 " u ln n for w ě pn{100 and p " ppln nq{nq 1{2 , it follows that
Proof. Properties (i )-(vi ) in
which concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1 (ii ).
Property (iii ) follows from (ii ). Given a vertex v and a subset J Ď N G pvq of size at least pn{100 we consider the set
Assuming for a contradiction that |U | ą 100{p we infer from (ii ) that
which contradicts the definition of the set U . Consequently, |U | ď 100{p and property (iii )
is established.
The proof of property (iv ) makes use of the fact that a.a.s. for every y P V and every
In fact, property (iv ) follows from (2.1) and we prove this implication first. Let a vertex y and sets A, B and U be as in the statement of (iv ). Without loss of generality, we may suppose |A| ď |B| ď |N G pyq A|, and hence we can apply (2.1). Removing all vertices from A that have less than p 2 n{50 neighbours in N G pyq A and using the bound
2 n for all a P A, which is given by (i ), we deduce from (2.1) that at
for some |B 1 | ď p 2 n{100, property (iv ) follows and it is left to verify (2.1).
For the proof of (2.1) we may assume that |A| ď |N G pyq A| and we consider two cases depending on the size of A. If |A| ě 100{p inequality (2.1) is a consequence of property (ii ) applied with v " y and the disjoint sets A and N G pyq A combined with the first part of (i ), which leads to Summing over all sets A of size at most 100{p yields
where the last inequality follows from our assumption on p. We infer (2.1) from (2.2).
Given y P V pGq and A Ď N G pyq with p 2 n{2 ď |A| ď 100{p we appeal to the second assertion of property (i ) with ε " 1{2 for all pairs of the form y, a with a P A. Summing
and (2.1) follows. This concludes the proof of property (iv ).
For property (v ) we observe that for p " pln nq{n and every fixed δ ą 0, again Chernoff's inequality implies that a.a.s., for every subset U Ď V , we have
To prove (2.3), one can analyse the cases in which δn{|U | ď 3{2, 3{2 ă δn{|U | ă 7
and δn{|U | ě 7 separately. For the first two cases, one can use one of the standard forms of Chernoff's inequality, as given in, e.g., [8 Next we consider an arbitrary component C of the subgraph H Ď G and let U " V pCq.
Combining (2.3) for δ " ε with the minimum degree assumption tells us that
which implies |U | ą n{2. Consequently, every component of H spans more than n{2 vertices, which implies that H is connected.
For the proof of (vi ) it suffices to show that every subset U Ď V of size at most 100{p contains a vertex of degree at most 10 ln n. However, this follows from the observation that for every such set U we have e G pU q ď |U |¨5 ln n , which again can be deduced from the concentration inequality given in [8, Corollary 2.4] . §3. Proof of the main result
We introduce some further notation and classify the two-colourings into two classes (see Definition 3.1 below). For a colouring ϕ : E Ñ tred, blueu of the edges of a graph G " pV, Eq we write ϕ ÝÑ Π 2 to indicate that there exist two monochromatic trees
In particular, G ÝÑ Π 2 if ϕ ÝÑ Π 2 holds for all 2-colourings ϕ of E. We denote the two edge disjoint spanning monochromatic subgraphs induced by ϕ by G ϕ red and G ϕ blue , i.e.,
For a vertex v P V we consider its red-and blue-neighbourhood We roughly classify the vertices depending on these degrees by defining the following sets
These sets might not be disjoint, but every vertex is a member of at least one of them and vertices v in the symmetric difference of these sets have at least 2dpvq{3 neighbours in one colour. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we consider two cases depending, whether there is a monochromatic path between some vertex in R ϕ and a different vertex in B ϕ . Proof. Let T be a monochromatic tree containing the maximum number of vertices from U .
We may assume that T is colored red. If there is some vertex u P U V pT q, then it must be connected to every vertex u 1 P U X V pT q by a blue u-u 1 -path, which results in a monochromatic tree containing at least one more vertex from U than T .
With this observation at hand we can now establish the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Owing to p "`l n n n˘1
{2 we may and shall assume that for ε " 1{10 the graph G " pV, Eq P Gpn, pq satisfies properties (i )-(vi ) given in Lemma 2.1. Moreover, let ϕ : E Ñ tred, blueu be a non-extremal colouring, which is fixed throughout the proof.
For simpler notation, we suppress the superscript ϕ in terms like
and their blue counterparts.
If one of the sets R or B, say R, is empty, then it follows from property (i ) that every vertex in G satisfies d blue pvq ě p2{3´εqpn. Hence, by property (v ) there exists a blue spanning tree of G and ϕ ÝÑ Π 2 .
Since ϕ is non-extremal, between every vertex r P R and every b P B there exists a monochromatic r-b-path. In particular, vertices contained in the intersection R X B are connected to every other vertex by a monochromatic path.
Below we show that there exist monochromatic components C red Ď G red and C blue Ď G blue covering V , i.e., In particular, C 1 and C 2 cover all vertices of G. If both these components have the same colour then we either found two disjoint monochromatic trees covering V or one such tree,
i.e., ϕ ÝÑ Π 2 . If C 1 and C 2 are of different colours then (3.2) follows.
It is left to deduce the proposition from (3.2). Let C red Ď G red and C blue Ď G blue satisfy (3.2). We may assume that both components are maximal, i.e., every vertex in the complement of C red has only blue neighbours in C red and, analogously, every vertex in the complement of C blue has only red neighbours in C blue . We consider the symmetric difference of C red and C blue and let 
To see that one of the cases must occur, let us assume case (I) does not hold and let v P O red and u P O blue . As noted above it is not possible that one of the vertices is contained in R, while the other one is a member of B. Consequently, both of them must be contained in R B or in B R. Repeating the same argument for pairs pv, u 1 q with u 1 P O blue and pairs pv 1 , uq with v 1 P O red yields case (II).
Next we note that case (I) asserts that one of the parts of the symmetric difference of C red and C blue is empty, which combined with (3.2) implies the existence of a monochromatic spanning tree in G. Let r P R and b P B be two distinct vertices for which no monochromatic r-b-path exists. We shall build a red and a blue tree with roots r and b. We sometimes refer to r as the red root and to b as the blue root. The trees will be built in two stages. In the first stage every vertex v P V tr, bu will be assigned a preferred colour pvq, which indicates its "preference". In fact, the preferred colour pvq will be chosen in such a way that v can be connected in the 'right colour' to r or b in a robust way, that is, there will be 'many' pvq-coloured paths from v to the root of colour pvq. The preferred colours will be assigned vertex by vertex and earlier choices may influence those chosen later. However, in this process it might turn out that a later vertex v needs to be connected to the blue tree through an earlier vertex u with puq " red (thus u would in principle belong to the red tree that we are building). To resolve such conflicts, we finalise the choices in a second round after every vertex has chosen its preferred colour and, in fact, here some vertices may get connected to the tree opposite to its preferred colour (e.g., because of v above we may decide to override u's preference ( puq " red) and connect u to the blue tree). Below we give the details of this approach.
First stage: choosing preferred colours. We begin with the neighbours of r and b which are connected by an edge of the 'right colour' to the respective root. For those vertices v, we set the preferred colour to the obvious choice: 
as required.
The vertices v satisfying (3.5) play a special rôle in the proof, since they can be used to connect other vertices to both roots, as they are blue neighbours of b and connect (robustly)
by red paths of length two to r. Furthermore, the vertices in N red prq X N blue pbq are even direct neighbours of both roots in the right colour. We will refer to the vertices in
as the joker vertices. Note that Claim 3.5 implies
For the presentation, it will also be simpler to give all joker vertices the same preferred colour and, hence, we set pvq " blue for all v P N red prq X N blue pbq. This way we have defined pvq for every v P N red prq Y N blue pbq.
Among the vertices not considered so far we turn first to those with a decent number of joker vertices as neighbours. More precisely, we set
In particular, every vertex x P X has more than p 2 n{400 jokers as neighbours in one colour and this will be its preferred colour, i.e., for every x P X we set pxq "
for vertices x satisfying both conditions in (3.12), we pick the value of pxq arbitrarily.
Note that, for every vertex v which has been assigned a preferred colour pvq already, there exists a pvq-coloured path from v to the root of colour pvq. (3.13)
We shall keep this invariant in the assignment of the preferred colours to the remaining vertices.
Before we continue, we make the following remark, which partly explains some of the underlying ideas in our approach. decide independently with probability 1{2 whether we attach it to the red tree or to the blue tree and every other vertex will be attached to the tree matching its preferred colour.
This clearly works for the vertices in N red prq Y N blue pbq. Moreover, since every vertex x P X connects to at least
" ln n neighbours in J in its preferred colour, at least one of those neighbours will obtain that colour in the random assignment (with high probability) and this would conclude the proof. Note that, for this argument to work, it would suffice if the joker vertices in N blue pbq N red prq had just one red neighbour in N red prq N blue pbq. ‚ Unfortunately, some vertices may have only a few neighbours in J, and therefore we
We now proceed to define pyq for every y P Y . Since J Ď N blue pbq we can apply property (iii ) to obtain that m " |Y | ď 100 p . (3.14)
Consequently, we infer from property (vi ) that we can order the vertices in Y as y 1 , . . . , y m in such a way that for every i P rms we havěˇN
We shall assign the preferred colours to the vertices in Y in this order. Let i P rms and suppose the preferred colours py j q for j P ri´1s were already fixed. We consider two cases depending on the preferred colours appearing in the neighbourhood of y i . We split N py i q according to the preferred colours of the vertices, i.e., we consider the partition
We say y i is canonically connected in red presp. blueq if y i connects in red (resp. blue) to many vertices with preferred colour red (resp. blue), i.e.,ˇN red py i q X ´1 predqˇˇě p 2 n 400 (3.16) (resp. |N blue py i q X ´1 pblueq| ě p 2 n{400). If y i fails to be canonically connected in either colour, then we say it is non-canonically connected.
We set py i q " red (resp. py i q " blue) if y i is canonically connected in red (resp. blue).
Clearly, by induction, with this choice of py i q we also ensure property (3.13).
It is left to consider vertices y i that are non-canonically connected. Sincè and v P N red py i q X ´1 pblueq and ϕptu, vuq " red, then there exists a red y i -r-path using the red u-r-path guaranteed by (3.13) and the red edges ty i , vu and tv, uu. This then would allow us to assign preferred colour red to y i . However, for a path as above we use v for a red path, even though v's preferred colour is blue ( pvq " blue). Such "conflicts" will be resolved in the second stage and for that we need a more "robust" way to connect y i to the root of its preferred colour. We prepare for that by proving (3.18). We also remark that the proof of (3.18) is the only place in the proof where it will be essential that there is no monochromatic path between r and b and that p "`l n n n˘1
{2 .
Proof of (3.18). As it turns out, it suffices to establish a suitable lower bound on the cardinality of the two types of mismatching neighbourhoods of y i ; namely, it is enough to prove thaťˇN
Indeed, property (iv ) tells us that (3.19) combined with (3.17) yields (3.18).
For the proof of (3.19) we first observe that
We shall next consider the joint neighbourhood of y i and r. Note that no v P N blue prq can have preferred colour blue. In fact, if pvq " blue, then there exists a blue v-b-path in G (see (3.13)) and combined with ϕptr, vuq " blue this leads to a blue path between r and b, which was excluded by the choice of r and b. Moreover, every red neighbour v of r outside N red prq X N blue pbq Ď J (i.e., every v P N red prq pN red prq X N blue pbqq) was assigned preferred colour red in (3.4). Therefore,
whence we deduce that N blue py i q X ´1 predq (3.20) Ě`N py i q X N prq˘
From (3.15), the fact that y i R X (see (3.11)), and the fact that y i is not canonically connected in red (see (3.16)), we infer thaťˇN
Therefore, the first inequality in (3.19) follows from property (i ) and p 2 n " ln n. The second inequality in (3.19) follows by the symmetric argument with colours exchanged. As observed above, this establishes (3.18) as well.
Finally, we define the preferred colour of y i by .
This concludes the discussion of the first stage and we assigned preferred colours pvq to every vertex v P V tr, bu. For that we considered the vertices in pN red prq Y N blue pbqq J, in the joker set J, in the set X connected "robustly" to the joker set, and in the remaining set Y differently. Moreover, the vertices in Y were treated differently depending on whether they are canonically connected or not.
For later reference we note the following properties in addition to (3.13) for every vertex from the set`J pN red prq X N blue pbqq˘Ÿ X Ÿ Y . 
contains at least p 2 n{200 vertices of degree at least p 2 n{200. Since our process for defining f is somewhat lengthy, we first give a rough outline. The assignment of the colours f pvq for v P V will be achieved in two rounds.
The function f will start as a partial function with domain dom f close to half of V . At this stage, on most of dom f , we shall have f " , but for about half of the joker vertices v we shall 'switch' and pick as v's final colour the colour opposite to its preferred colour:
f pvq " pvq, where pvq " red if pvq " blue and pvq " blue if pvq " red. In the second round of our procedure defining f , we pick the colour of the remaining vertices v P V dom f . This process will be guided by the vertices in Y 1 . This concludes our outline of what comes next, and we proceed to define f precisely.
Consider a random bipartition Z 0 Ÿ Z 1 " V tr, bu where every vertex v P V tr, bu is included independently with probability 1{2 into Z 0 or Z 1 . Since p 2 n " ln n we deduce from (a )-(d ) that with positive probability there exists a partition Z 0 Ÿ Z 1 " V tr, bu such that for every vertex in`J N red prq X N blue pbq˘Ÿ X Ÿ Y the following holds:
(c 1 ) If y i P Y is canonically connected in colour py i q, theǹ
If y i P Y is non-canonically connected, then there exists an edge tu, vu P EpG py isuch that
where, we recall, py i q denotes the colour different from py i q.
Note that we considered at most n such sets of size Ωpp 2 nq in (a )-(c ) and
indeed follows from p 2 n " ln n and a standard application of Chernoff's inequality. We fix such a partition for the remainder of the proof.
After this preparatory random splitting we start defining the final colours f pvq for v P V .
We start with r and b in the obvious manner:
f prq " red and f pbq " blue .
Moreover, every v P Z 0 will be assigned its preferred colour and every joker vertex in Z 1 will be assigned the opposite of its preferred colour:
(3.24)
Note that we now have dom f " Z 0 Y J. We have thus committed ourselves in which of the two monochromatic subgraphs in (3.22) the vertices in Z 0 Y J are. We mention that, owing to the definition of , our tendency is to set f pvq " pvq for the remaining
However, if we do this blindly, assertion (3.22) will not
hold. In what follows, we shall "switch" the colour of some vertices v P Z 1 J and we shall set f pvq " pvq (in the same way we did for the vertices in Z 1 X J). Such switchings will basically be forced on us as we proceed to increase dom f in our proof.
Before we continue, we make the following remark, which is closely related to the discussion in Remark 3.6. connected. Such vertices y will force us to set f pzq " pzq for some z P Z 1 J also. This is made precise in the following claim. Proof. We first consider our current function f with dom f " Z 0 YJ and verify the following fact. Secondly, we consider the joker vertices. Note that nothing needs to be shown for the vertices v P N red prq X N blue pbq as they are directly connected to both roots in the appropriate colour and, hence, for these vertices it does not matter which final colour f pvq is assigned to them. Moreover, for every joker vertex v P J XZ 0 we have f pvq " pvq " blue and since J Ď N blue pbq, these vertices are also directly connected to b in G f pvq . For the remaining joker vertices v P pJ pN red prq X N blue pbX Z 1 we appeal to (a 1 ). Owing to (3.24) the final colour f pvq of v is red and, by (a 1 ), every such v has at least one red neighbour u in Z 0 X pN red prq N blue pbqq Ď dom f . Since we have f puq " puq " red, the vertex v is also connected to r in G red rf´1predqs.
Next we move to the vertices x in X X Z 0 and for those vertices we appeal to (b 1 ).
If f pxq " pxq " red, then (b 1 ) applied with ξ " 1 tells us that x has at least one red
Since pvq " blue and, therefore, f pvq " red (see (3.24)), we infer from the discussion above that x is connected by a red path to r in G red rf´1predqs. If f pxq " pxq " blue, then the same argument with (b 1 ) applied with ξ " 0 yields that x is connected by a blue path to b in G blue rf´1pblueqs.
We shall now improve Fact 3.9: we shall prove that (3. 1 and finalise it, we shall set f pvq " pvq. At the end of this process, assertion (3.22) will hold for our f . We now go into the details of this process.
We proceed inductively and use the fixed ordering of the vertices in Y . At first we have dom f " Z 0 Y J and Z Case 2. We now consider the case in which y i P Y X Z 0 is non-canonically connected. In this case we may have to enlarge the set Z 1 1 by adding some vertex v, but we will ensure the monochromatic connection for v as well. By symmetry we may assume that the preferred colour of y i is red and, since y i P Z 0 , we have
Let tu, vu be the edge given by (d 1 ) of colour py i q " red. In particular,
Therefore, we already finalised u and f puq " red. Furthermore, by the induction assumption (3.26), we already know that u is connected to r by a red path in G red rf´1predq Y i s.
Furthermore,
In case v has already been put into Z 1 1 in this inductive process, then we already "switched" its colour and finalised it to be red. If not, then we add v to Z In this process, we shall finalise the vertices y R dom f that we encounter one by one. For some y, it may happen that some other vertex v R dom f has to be finalised also. When this does happen, we shall say that v has been pulled forward and we shall always let f pvq " pvq, that is, we shall switch the colour of v. We now describe this inductive process precisely.
Let i P rms be the largest index such that y i has not been finalised yet. We proceed as in the proof of Claim 3.8. If y i is canonically connected in colour py i q, then we set f py i q " py i q. Owing to (c 1 ) there exists a neighbour in v P N py i q py i q X Z 0 with preferred colour pvq " py i q. Since v P Z 0 , in fact, we already have f pvq " pvq and, in view of Claim 3.8, the vertex v is connected to the root of the corresponding colour with an f pvq-coloured path. Extending this path with the edge tv, y i u of colour f py i q " f pvq to y i concludes this case.
Next we consider the case in which y i is non-canonically connected. In this case we also set f py i q " py i q, but we shall make use of the edge tu, vu of colour py i q guaranteed by (d 1 ). Since u P ´1 p py iX Z 0 , the colour f puq of u was chosen in the first round of the second stage already, and we have f puq " puq " py i q " f py i q. Claim 3.8 then tells us that there is a path from u to the root of colour f py i q in G f py i q rf´1pf py i qqs. On the other hand, the vertex v is contained in Z 1 Y i and pvq " py i q. We now proceed differently depending on whether or not v P dom f .
If f pvq has not been set already, then we pull this vertex forward and finalise its colour opposite to its preferred colour, i.e., we treat the vertex v as the vertices z P Z 1 1 in (3.25). As a result we obtain f pvq " f py i q and, since the edges tu, vu and tv, y i u are coloured f py i q, we ensure the invariant that y i and v are connected to the root of colour f py i q " f pvq in G f py i q rf´1pf py i qqs.
If f pvq has already been set before, then either (a) v P pJ X Z 1 q Y Z Next we move to the vertices in X. Note that some of the vertices x P X XpZ 1 pZ 1 1 YJqq may have been pulled forward to attach some y P Y that is non-canonically connected.
However, such a vertex x was finalised and the desired connection to the root of colour f pxq was established on that occasion.
For every vertex x P X dom f , we simply set f pxq " pxq .
By (b
1 ) there exist vertices u P J X Z 0 and v P J X Z 1 , both contained in N f pxq pxq. Since all joker vertices were assigned preferred colour blue and u P Z 0 , we have f puq " puq " blue.
On the other hand, since v P J XZ 1 , we infer from (3.24) that f pvq " red. Hence, no matter what f pxq is, there exists a path from x to the root of colour f pxq in G f pxq rf´1pf pxqqs.
It is left to finalise the remaining vertices v P pN red prq Y N blue pbqq X pZ 1 pZ 1 1 Y Jqq that have not been pulled forward. Obviously, setting f pvq " red if v P N red prq and blue otherwise connects v to the root in the appropriate colour.
Summarising, we finalised every vertex v P V in such a way that v is connected to the root of colour f pvq in G f pvq rf´1pf pxqqs (i.e., assertion (3.22) holds). Consequently, the partition f´1predq Ÿ f´1pblueq " V shows that ϕ ÝÑ Π 2 , which concludes the proof of Proposition 3.4. §4. Extension for more colours
In this section we show that Theorem 1.1 does not extend in the expected way to more than two colours. For r ě 2 and a graph G " pV, Eq we write G ÝÑ Π r if for every r-colouring of E there exist r monochromatic trees T 1 , . . . , T r Ď G such that V pT 1 q Ÿ . . . Ÿ V pT r q " V .
Since it is not hard to obtain a lower bound construction for the threshold p " ppnq for Proof. For a simpler presentation we only prove the proposition for r " 3, since the adjustments for r ą 3 are rather straightforward. Suppose p " ppnq !`l n n n˘1 {4 . We show that a.a.s. G " pV, Eq P Gpn, pq admits a 3-colouring of E with colours red, blue, and green such that there is no partition V pGq " V pT 1 q Ÿ V pT 2 q Ÿ V pT 3 q with monochromatic trees T 1 , T 2 , T 3 Ď G.
By our choice of p a.a.s. there are four vertices r, b, g, and z that are independent in G and that have no common neighbour, i.e., N pzq X N prq X N pbq X N pgq " ∅ .
Below we write N pr, g, bq for the joined neighbourhood N prq X N pgq X N pbq.
We now describe a colouring ϕ : E Ñ tred, blue, greenu with the desired property. The edges incident to r are coloured red, those incident to b are coloured blue, and those incident to g are coloured green. This choice ensures that we need at least three monochromatic trees to partition V and below we will ensure that z cannot be connected to any of these three trees.
Next we colour the edges induced in
in such a way that for every vertex x P X N pr, b, gq, the edges incident to x are coloured with at most two of the three colours and we fix one of the "missing colours" that do not appear on edges incident to x, which we denote by mcpxq. The following colourings have this property:
For every edge we list at least one allowed colour and if an edge is assigned to more than one allowed colour, then one may pick arbitrarily one of the allowed colours ‚ edges within N prq are allowed to be coloured red, within N pbq are allowed to be coloured blue, and within N pgq are allowed to be coloured green;
‚ edges between N prq N pbq and N pbq `N prq Y N pgq˘are coloured red, between N pbq N pgq and N pgq `N pbqYN prq˘are coloured blue, and between N pgq N prq and N prq `N pgq Y N pbq˘are coloured green.
Then we colour the edges incident with z. Edges zx with x P X N pr, b, gq are coloured with colour mcpxq. Note that from the definition of mcpxq, if zx is coloured green, then there is no monochromatic green path between g and x, and similar for the symmetric cases.
Let Y be the set of vertices not considered so far, i.e., Y " V pGq pX Y tr, b, g, zuq.
It remains to colour the edges incident to Y . We will prevent z to be connected by a monochromatic path to r, b, or g using vertices from Y . For that, we give colour blue to the edges zy with y P Y , while edges between N pr, b, gq and Y and within Y are coloured red.
For the edges yx with y P Y and x P X N pr, b, gq, the colours tred, greenu tmcpxqu are allowed. Since for every x P X N pr, b, gq and every y P Y the colours of the edges zx and yx are different, and the only edge incident to x that has colour mcpxq is zx, there is no monochromatic path from x to r, b or g containing vertices from Y . Moreover, one can check that for any colouring ϕ as described, it is impossible to connect z by a monochromatic path with r, b, or g and, hence ϕ has the desired property.
It would be interesting to determine the threshold for Gpn, pq ÝÑ Π r for r ě 3 and to decide if the lower bound in Proposition 4.1 is optimal. We remark that the construction given in Proposition 4.1 also works for covering (instead of partitioning) the vertices of Gpn, pq with monochromatic trees.
